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Canadians are known for their
compassion. At home and around
the world, you lend a helping hand to
those in need, and once a year have...

a day to show how
much you care
N

ational Philanthropy Day
(NPD) on November 15 is an
opportunity for Canadians to
renew their commitment to the care
and compassion they are known for
throughout the world, says Scott
Decksheimer, CFRE, chair of the Association of Fundraising Professionals
Canada (AFP Canada).
“Philanthropy is one of the greatest
ways for people to influence the lives
of others; they can influence their
community, they can influence the
education of children, and they can
help people right next door every
day,” says Mr. Decksheimer. “Philanthropy demonstrates our love for
humankind in the most basic way.”
NPD came into being globally in
1986. In 2012, Canada became the first
country in the world to permanently
recognize November 15 as National
Philanthropy Day through legislation.
The objective, says Mr. Decksheimer, is to celebrate philanthropy
– giving, volunteering and charitable
engagement – and to highlight the
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“Philanthropy is very
important to Canada. It
has advanced a better
quality of life for people
in need, enriched the
lives of volunteers and
had a positive impact on
all of us.”
Roger Ali
is chair of the AFP Foundation for
Philanthropy-Canada Board

accomplishments of everyone involved in the
philanthropic activities that make the
world a better place.
He believes that celebrating philanthropy on a specific day creates
optimism among Canadians about the
future because it demonstrates what
can be done by caring for others.
Roger Ali, CFRE, chair of the AFP
Foundation for Philanthropy - Canada
board, agrees.
“For AFP in particular, National
Philanthropy Day highlights the work

done by our 22 chapters in Canada.
It allows us to engage with our local communities and celebrate the
talent and passion of our members,
volunteers and donors,” he says.
It’s also a day for Canadians in
general to reflect on what philanthropy means to each of them and to
the country as a whole, adds Mr. Ali.
“Philanthropy is very important to
Canada. It has advanced a better quality of life for people in need, enriched
the lives of volunteers and had a
positive impact on all of us,” he says.
Brandie Lea, faculty development
officer at the University of Lethbridge
in Alberta, says NPD recognizes Canadians “on the front line” fighting to
improve their communities.
“They are our local heroes who
give of their time, talents and treasure

ABOUT
National Philanthropy Day (NPD) is being celebrated in many communities
across North America, including every major metropolitan area in Canada.
As the main sponsor of NPD, the Association of Fundraising Professionals
(AFP) takes this opportunity to acknowledge the generosity and dedication
of the many Canadians who have made a contribution.
Check out the NPD website – www.npdlove.com – or connect with your
local AFP chapter (www.afpnet.org) to learn how you can join in.

to improve conditions that add to our
quality of life,” she says.
Ms. Lea says Lethbridge, which
was recently recognized as one of the
three most charitable cities in Alberta,
is a good example.
“The people and companies in
Lethbridge work hard to show care
and pride towards our city. They demonstrate what philanthropy stands
for – goodwill towards the welfare of
others and the love of humankind,”
she adds.
This year’s NPD celebrations in
Lethbridge will include lights on the
city hall reflecting the blue and yellow
colours that represent philanthropy,
businesses lighting up the roadsides
with electronic messages of thanks,
social media stories and NPD flags.
“The thought behind a city-wide
celebration is that it creates an atmosphere of appreciation and helps
people feel pride in what they have
accomplished,” says Ms. Lea. “When
people see the impact they have
made for the greater good, they tend
to emulate that and want to do even
more. Our celebration will build pride
in our city and help people feel more
appreciated and hopefully help them
recognize that their generosity and
compassion are very important to
Canadians, Page AFP 4

CO-OPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION OF CANADA

Applying Canadian co-operatives success around the world

C

o-operatives have been instrumental in building Canada’s
economy. They operate in virtually every sector and industry, and
have a track record proving their
resilience. “When we see this kind of
success in Canada, it makes sense to
apply the same model to addressing
economic and social needs in other
parts of the world,” says Ingrid Fischer, director of business development
for the Co-operative Development
Foundation of Canada (CDF).
“Co-operatives mobilize the existing resources of a group, whether
they are financial, intellectual or
cultural, to generate outcomes that
individuals are not able to achieve by
themselves,” she explains. “And since
the profit goes back to the members
of the co-op, it benefits the people
and the communities in which they
operate.”
An example of the impact of such
a collective effort is the Rwanda Cooperative Agricultural Growth project.
CDF assisted 15 small co-operatives
with capacity building in areas like
governance and agricultural practices,
and an initial infrastructure investment of $900,000, says Ms. Fischer.
“This mobilized a total investment

The Rwanda Co-operative Agricultural Growth project was a $4.5-million, five-year project (2012-2017) that assisted
15 producer co-operatives in the southern and eastern provinces of Rwanda to improve their production, processing,
storage and marketing. SUPPLIED
of $4.5-million from co-op members
(about $1.1-million), the Rwandan
government (about $1.5-million) and
other non-governmental organizations.
“And the number of co-op members has doubled in four years,” she
adds. “That’s twice as many families

that are food-secure.”
Part of CDF’s work in Rwanda
focused on reducing harvest losses
and waste by improving technology
and creating infrastructure like flour
mills and maize dryers. “When maize
is hung up in a simple covered structure, it is protected from the rain and

dried by circulating airflow,” says Ms.
Fischer. “With maize dryers, co-operatives were able to cut post-harvest
losses, which were mostly due to rot
or mould, from roughly 30 per cent
to two per cent.” And the economic
gains from the first maize dryer, which
only benefited farmers in the vicinity,

were re-invested to build additional
maize dryers in other areas.
“The co-operatives were able to
build trust in the communities and
demonstrate their business acumen,”
says Ms. Fischer, who adds that to
further stabilize communities, CDF
actively encouraged women to participate. “We know that women are
likely to invest their income back into
their families and communities, leading to better outcomes, for example,
in education and nutrition,” she says.
“Yet women are disadvantaged in
Africa in many ways. Since many of
them are farming, they are more likely
to be affected by climate change, and
they are more vulnerable in general.”
To promote women’s engagement
in co-operatives, CDF supports measures like access to training opportunities and policies that ensure a percentage of women board members. Today,
48 per cent of leadership positions in
the Rwanda co-ops are held by women,
says Ms. Fischer.
This content was produced by Randall
Anthony Communications, in partnership
with The Globe and Mail’s advertising
department. The Globe’s editorial
department was not involved in its creation.

Online? Visit TGAM.ca/philanthropyday2017 for more information.
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ASSOCIATION OF FUNDRAISING PROFESSIONALS: TORONTO CHAPTER

More effort needed to retain fundraising staff

B

“A more sustainable
practice would be for
non-profits to create a
work environment that
is conducive to building
loyalty and openly
demonstrate opportunities
for career advancement.”
Mide Akerewusi
is a member of the board of
the Greater Toronto chapter of
the Association of Fundraising
Professionals

who is also founder and CEO of Torontobased fundraising firm AGENTSC.
However, he believes there are solutions to the challenge. He points to
the need for a national conversation
about non-profit sustainability. In the
meantime, if managers of non-profits
can’t justify individual training and
development costs for all staff, they
could consider in-house team training
as a solution.
“For example, through our work at
AGENTSC, we have seen the benefits
of team training on how to build effective donor relationships. Not only is
this approach more financially viable
and combines the opportunity for team
building and skills development, it also
helps to cultivate and retain talent,”

says Mr. Akerewusi.
Scott Decksheimer, chair of the Association of Fundraising Professionals
Canada (AFP Canada), says staff retention is an issue. Smaller non-profit
organizations often hire people in the
earlier years of their careers who are
willing to be trained, but keeping them
can be a challenge.
“It’s a problem for many smaller organizations, not just non-profits. People
come in, get trained, learn the business
and then a larger organization recruits
them,” he adds. “The challenge is to
find a way to foster an environment
where a person can be successful and
build a career. Professional development opportunities are part of that, but
internal support is equally important.”

He points out that in some smaller
non-profits the professional fundraiser is the only person responsible
for making sure that the organization’s
revenue targets are met, but they
need strong support from volunteers,
the board and the CEO or executive
director.
Organizations like AFP Canada are
looking at how they can grow more
leadership and fundraising for what
Mr. Decksheimer describes as “the
social good.
“We are looking at how we can better support CEOs and boards rather
than just a professional fundraiser.
We want to help create the literacy in
an organization that will support its
growth and success,” he says.

CANADIAN BLOOD SERVICES

The best gift a friend can give

C
“Smaller non-profit
organizations often hire
people in the earlier years
of their careers who are
willing to be trained, but
keeping them can be a
challenge.”
Scott Decksheimer
is chair of the Association of
Fundraising Professionals Canada

harles Ofori-Attah and his best
friend Farzad Rafsanjani Sadeghi are the perfect definition
of blood brothers – when they’re
not playing sports or collaborating
on work projects, the best friend
duo hang out while Mr. Ofori-Attah
receives the blood transfusions necessary to help him lead a healthy,
active life.
Mr. Ofori-Attah has sickle cell disease and to date has received almost
100 blood transfusions. Since becoming roommates, Mr. Sadeghi has
learned a lot about the realities of
Canadians living with chronic illnesses.
“It’s so hard seeing someone you
care about go through something like
this,” says Mr. Sadeghi. “You think
about needing blood for emergencies,
but it’s so important for people with
ongoing conditions.”
Mr. Sadeghi admits that he is not
the best when it comes to needles and
donating blood. Instead, he donates
financially to help recruit and retain
blood donors and fund research in
transfusion medicine.
“I knew the transfusions were working when I completed an entire semester of high school without being

Charles Ofori-Attah (right) and his best friend Farzad Rafsanjani Sadeghi.
SUPPLIED

hospitalized,” said Mr. Ofori-Attah.
“I’m now able to live independently,
and I owe it all to Canadian Blood Services and the generosity of strangers I
will never meet.”
Philanthropy comes in many forms,
and at Canadian Blood Services, the
generous gifts of Canadians help many

people like Mr. Ofori-Attah every day.
“Everyone can support Canadian
Blood Services in some way, whether
by donating blood or making a financial gift, or even volunteering,” said Mr.
Ofori-Attah. “As Canadians, we have a
responsibility to be there for our brothers and sisters.”

A legacy gift provides new tomorrows
for children, families and communities.

PCD-8187

alancing the needs of beneficiaries and the necessity to
retain professional fundraising
staff is becoming an increasing
challenge for Canadian non-profits, particularly those with limited resources,
says Mide Akerewusi, a member of
the Association of Fundraising Professionals Greater Toronto Chapter board
of directors.
“One of the main causes of high
turnover is the inherent absence of
clear reward strategies, such as career
progression,” he says.
The non-profit sector is leading and
developing cutting-edge solutions to
societal challenges on a local and global
scale, but its continued success hinges
on its capacity to attract and retain
skilled, experienced and competent
staff whose creativity and passion can
support positive transformation, adds
Mr. Akerewusi.
While professionalized fundraising
has grown as an attractive career option
over the past decade, the growth in
the number of non-profits has created
demand for qualified fundraising talent
that now outstrips supply, leading to
high staff turnover, and leaving some
charities with no option but to hire
leaders who may have limited or no
fundraising skills, he says.
“A more sustainable practice would
be for non-profits to retain talent by
creating a work environment that
is conducive to building loyalty and
by openly providing opportunities
for career advancement,” says Mr.
Akerewusi.
He points out that in government
and the corporate world, professional
development is generally viewed as an
important and necessary investment
in staff. However, non-profits are restricted in the way they can use donor
dollars to train and develop staff.
“The CRA’s fundraising expense ratio
ensures that beneficiaries rather than
fundraising staff or other ‘administrative’ roles are prioritized when it comes
to using donor dollars. Donors also
keep a watchful eye on the ratio and
generally do not appreciate how training and development are an important
facet of providing specialized help
and support to the charity – even for
fundraising roles,” says Mr. Akerewusi,
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JOHN AND MYRNA DANIELS
AFP’S 2017 OUTSTANDING
PHILANTHROPISTS

University Health Network (UHN) and the
University of Toronto congratulate John and
Myrna Daniels, recipients of the Association
of Fundraising Professionals Greater Toronto
Chapter’s Outstanding Philanthropists Award
for 2017.
Their long legacy of philanthropic leadership
has led to transformational gifts: at UHN to
support life-saving cardiac catheterization labs,
neurosurgery operating suites and transplant
research; and at U of T to create the Daniels
Building, an extraordinary new home for
the John H. Daniels Faculty of Architecture,
Landscape, and Design at One Spadina
Crescent, and to establish The John and Myrna
Daniels Scholars award.
By making generosity their way of life for
decades—through their philanthropy and their
commitment to building affordable housing —
John and Myrna Daniels have changed the
landscape of giving in Canada, inspiring others
to follow their lead.
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NATIONAL PHILANTHROPY DAY
JOHN AND MYRNA DANIELS

Toronto philanthropists honoured for building
communities and improving lives

T

Above left: John and Myrna Daniels’ most recent gift to UHN will support a number of areas, including redeveloping the operating rooms at Toronto
Western Hospital. Right: John and Myrna Daniels with dean Richard Sommer and recipients of the John and Myrna Daniels Scholarship. SUPPLIED

“Our foundation is proud
to make this substantial
donation to help advance
the face of health care in our
local community, in Canada
and around the globe.”
John and Myrna Daniels
are Toronto philanthropists

governors for 30 years), and endocrinology and ocular oncology research
at Princess Margaret Cancer Centre.
John and Myrna Daniels have also
been avid supporters of arts and culture. Their generosity helped to build
Daniels Spectrum, a 60,000-squarefoot cultural hub in Regent Park, and
the TIFF Bell Lightbox.
While Mr. Daniels has achieved
considerable success as an architect
and real estate developer, his life in
Canada has not always been easy. He

Online?
For more
information,
visit:

afpnet.org/AFPCanada

hrough a combination of business leadership and social
conscience, John and Myrna
Daniels have impacted the lives and
careers of people in Greater Toronto
and around the world as their gifts
in education, health care, and the
architecture and arts sectors continue
to transform the causes they most
care about.
To honour their contributions, the
couple will receive the 2017 Outstanding Philanthropist Award from the
Greater Toronto Chapter of the Association of Fundraising Professionals.
For more than 35 years, Mr. and
Mrs. Daniels have given back to these
communities that they believe have
given so much to them.
Accepting an honorary doctorate from the University of Toronto,
John Daniels said, “I have come to
understand that there is not only an
economic bottom line, but a social
and environmental bottom line,”
and this philosophy is evident in the
couple’s philanthropy.
John and Myrna Daniels have donated millions of dollars to advance
causes close to their hearts including $24-million to Mr. Daniels’ alma
mater, the University of Toronto,
for what is now named the John
H. Daniels Faculty of Architecture,
Landscape, and Design, as well as
ongoing support of Toronto General
and Toronto Western hospitals’ University Health Network (UHN). Earlier
this year, the couple announced a
transformational $20-million gift
to UHN to support three areas: the
Peter Munk Cardiac Centre (upgrading the cardiac catheterization labs),
the Krembil Neuroscience Centre
(redeveloping neurosurgery suites)
and Transplant Program (to research
and develop new treatments for liver
disease).
Other health-care gifts have helped
to fund a movie theatre at SickKids,
the John H. Daniels Wing and John
H. Daniels Cardiac Research Centre
at Mount Sinai Hospital (where Mr.
Daniels has served on the board of

arrived in Toronto with his family at
the age of 12, just six months before
the 1939 occupation by Germany
of his home country of Poland. At
the time, he didn’t speak a word of
English.
In his fourth year of a Bachelor of
Architecture program at the University of Toronto, Mr. Daniels partnered
with two classmates to buy land in
North Toronto, which they divided
into six lots and built houses on,
doing much of the work themselves.
This was the beginning of a career in real estate development that
spanned more than 50 years. After
serving as chief executive officer of
Cadillac Development Corporation,
he started The Daniels Corporation
in 1983. Throughout his career he has
worked on landmark Toronto projects
including the Eaton Centre, TD Centre
and the Mississauga community of
Erin Mills, and has built social housing and condominiums across the
Greater Toronto Area.
But it’s philanthropy to build communities and improve lives that now
demands much of their attention.
When they made the donation to
UHN this year, the couple issued a
statement that provides context for
their generosity.
“Giving back to the community
that has been so good to us is a way
of life,” they said. “Our foundation
is proud to make this substantial
donation to help advance the face of

health care in our local community, in
Canada and around the globe.”
Richard Sommer, dean of the John
H. Daniels Faculty of Architecture,
Landscape, and Design, says Mr. and
Mrs. Daniels share a deep commitment to social upliftment.
“Through their generosity, the
John and Myrna Daniels Scholars
Award is making the finest education
in architecture available to highly
talented students, many of whom,
like Mr. Daniels, are the first in their
family to attend university,” he says.
Concurring, Meric Gertler, president of the University of Toronto
says, “The Daniels building at One
Spadina Crescent is a brilliant success,
already hailed by the Globe and Mail
as ‘one of the best Canadian buildings
of the past decade.’ It is enhancing
U of T’s standing as a major international hub for architecture and design.
And it’s a place where generations of
talented students will begin to make
their mark on communities across
Canada and around the world.”
Tennys Hanson, president and
CEO of Toronto General & Western
Hospital Foundation, says the Daniels
have been longtime supporters of
UHN and over the years have learned
how UHN is a driver of medical innovation.
“We are honoured that the John
and Myrna Daniels Foundation is
helping us pursue the knowledge that
makes all our lives better,” she adds.

FROM AFP 1

Canadians: Fundraisers play
an important role
building fantastic communities.”
While NPD provides specific focus
on philanthropy on November 15,
charitable activities are ongoing, and
people need to be continuously encouraged to support worthy causes,
says Mr. Decksheimer.
“National Philanthropy Day is a
way to support and encourage people’s sense of giving back, whether
it’s a small amount or it’s something
that they want to do that has a big
impact,” he says.
This is important because tax filings with Revenue Canada indicate
that there has been a decline in
Canadians’ charitable giving in recent
years.
Ms. Lea says the downturn in the
Alberta economy, an increase in the
minimum wage in the province of
Alberta and the looming tax changes
for small businesses have impacted
fundraising.
“People who may be typically
inclined to support a non-profit or
charitable organization are hesitating and taking more time to decide
where they will offer support,” she
says. “Couple those factors with the
increasing number of non-profits and
a decreasing number of volunteer
hours, and you will see that our sector is definitely feeling an impact.”
Mr. Ali says it’s important for Canadians to understand that fundraisers
play an important role in philanthropy.
“Fundraisers are enablers of social
good in our communities and trusted
advisers to Canadian donors. That’s

“When people see the
impact they have made for
the greater good, they tend
to emulate that and want to
do even more.”
Brandie Lea
is faculty development officer at the
University of Lethbridge in Alberta

not well-understood,” he adds. “Without a catalyst, a person in the middle,
to bring together the donor, who’s
interested in making a difference, and
the cause, the magic won’t happen.”
Mr. Decksheimer agrees.
“Research has shown that if no
one asks for funds, money does not
flow to charitable organizations, and
when money doesn’t flow, those
charities don’t get to run their programs, don’t get to help kids, don’t
get to help seniors, and don’t get to
fix parks,” he says. “So fundraisers
need to continue to do their work.
Sometimes they face headwinds, and
that’s why ethical fundraising is really
important. And that’s what we celebrate on National Philanthropy Day.”
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Common planks for a stronger national
housing strategy

Dr. Jacline Nyman, President
and CEO of United Way
Centraide Canada

I

n a few days, the federal government will unveil the long-awaited
national housing strategy. Not
only is the federal government reentering the housing arena in a substantial way for the first time in a
quarter-century – $11.2-billion has
been budgeted, with more seemingly
poised to come – but the process
itself offers tremendous hope that
the investments will spur transformational social change.
On National Philanthropy Day, I
cannot help but hope for the kind

of transformational change that
will truly celebrate the efforts of
the many people and organizations
involved in helping homeless and
under-housed Canadians.
Each year, United Way and other
charities raise millions of dollars to
help alleviate the worst symptoms
of homelessness, but there is rising
frustration among donors and homeless and under-housed Canadians,
who’ve concluded that Band-Aid
solutions alone are not enough.
Lasting change to these persistent
problems requires better policy and
a clear strategy that delivers real improvement in housing affordability.
The federal retreat from affordable
housing, which began in the tightspending 1990s, continued until the
current government came to office,
promising to end the neglect with
renewed investment and development of a National Housing Strategy.
For years, the dialogue centred
more on the variety of opinions
than on cohesive directions to guide

housing solutions. What is public investment intended to do? What roles
should various levels of government
play? All too often, key stakeholders
were unable to find common ground
on these and other critical issues.
The result was a multiplicity of opinions but very little progress.
Federal leadership is essential to
charting a long-term housing strategy that ensures a safe, affordable
home is a reality for every Canadian.
But even the best-meaning government would struggle to introduce
such policy while distracted by a
vocal and often contradictory array
of stakeholder opinions. And without
a better process, Canada’s national
housing strategy might well have
ended up filled with risk-averse
measures: well-intended, but better
suited for placation than for transformation.
This time, however, the federal
government is in a position to deal
with a much more united group of
stakeholders, which should free the

government to act more boldly and
spend more effectively than before.
What’s changed?
Shortly after the 2015 election, the
process changed. Key stakeholders
began working together to focus on
evidence-based research informing
the challenges and solutions. Charities, foundations, private landlords
and home builders, together with
social-housing providers, co-ops
and non-profit organizations, began
building the National Housing Collaborative (NHC), with United Way Centraide Canada acting as a convenor.
Members hashed out an interconnected set of common planks
and tested them with stakeholders across the country. These were
then presented to the government,
along with detailed suggestions for
programming: a national initiative
to end homelessness; a portable
housing benefit to help move renters
out of poverty; tools to maintain and
increase construction of affordable
rentals; and resources to protect the

existing stock of social housing.
We have worked diligently together to impress upon the federal government the importance that these
priorities be addressed substantially
in the national housing strategy.
It’s been challenging to keep such
a diverse group of stakeholders focused on a common mission for
nearly two years, but thanks to their
extraordinary commitment and the
high degree of trust and respect
they’ve developed, everyone is still
at the table, working on innovative
solutions together.
The NHC is just part of this conversation, of course. The federal
government must work with provincial, municipal and Indigenous governments and other stakeholders to
implement its policy goals. Because
of this newfound unity, Canada is
that much closer to a new national
housing strategy – and much closer
to transformational change that will
chart the course to greater justice and
economic security for all Canadians.
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NATIONAL PHILANTHROPY DAY
DAILY BREAD FOOD BANK

Food distribution is complemented by services to
build skills, confidence and community

D

aily Bread Food Bank distributes food through its network
of 135 member agencies, which
run food banks and meal programs
across Toronto, accounting for nearly 1
million food bank visits per year.
When the numbers are so big, it’s
easy to forget that they represent real
people struggling to find enough food
for themselves and their families, like
Joe and Stacey, a couple experiencing
homelessness and living in their car
in Toronto.
Needing help and needing it fast,
Joe and Stacey came to the New Toronto Street Food Bank, Daily Bread’s
on-site food bank located in its Etobicoke distribution facility.
There they had access not only to
food but also to the food bank’s Information and Referral Services program,
which connects food bank clients with
the social service agencies, health
programs and income supports they
might need.
“When you don’t know where you
will sleep or whether you will get
housing, the food bank provides stability, something to rely on when everything else is up in the air,” says Joe.
The Who’s Hungry report, Daily
Bread’s annual research survey of
more than 1,400 food bank clients
across Toronto, confirms that Joe and
Stacey’s experience is not unique to
them: people who need food banks
spend nearly 70 per cent of their
income on rent alone. Once utility
bills and rent are paid, most clients
have about $7 per day left over to
spend on everything else, including
transit fares, medical expenses and
groceries.
“Housing in the Toronto area is outrageously expensive. Using the food
bank allows us to take the money we
do have and direct it to finding a place
to live,” says Joe.
Joe and Stacey decided to become
members of the food bank’s peer-led
Volunteer Action Committee and find
the experience of working to help
their fellow clients rewarding and
uplifting.

On-site operations at Daily Bread Food Bank. SUPPLIED

“Our goal is to have the
food bank become a place
where clients are able to
participate more fully. Here,
people can build skills,
confidence, friendship and
community while giving
back and applying their
own knowledge, expertise
and passion – and that’s a
powerful thing.”
Brianna Greaves
is information and referral services
coordinator at Daily Bread Food Bank

For Brianna Greaves, the information
and referral services coordinator, Stacey
and Joe’s connection to the food bank
means Daily Bread’s approach in seeing
clients as peers and potential community leaders is having a tangible impact.
“Our goal is to have the food bank
become a place where clients are able
to participate more fully,” she says.
“These are people who face systemic
barriers and who are often made to
feel powerless. Here, people can build
skills, confidence, friendship and community while giving back and applying
their own knowledge, expertise and
passion – and that’s a powerful thing.”
Joe and Stacey are currently waiting
to hear about a small apartment that
may become available. There are no
guarantees: Toronto’s rental market is
notoriously hard to navigate. But now

there’s some respite to be found in
their new community.
“Everyone here is so nice and welcoming, it’s amazing,” says Stacey.
“I’ve had some difficult times, and I
would not have made it if it wasn’t
for the people here at the food bank.
They’ve become my family.”
While Daily Bread continues to provide immediate support to thousands
of people like Joe and Stacey, the

organization also works to expose
the root causes of hunger and push
for social policy change. “We have
committed donors who understand
that you need both approaches – because hunger doesn’t wait for policy
change,” says Gail Nyberg, executive
director of Daily Bread Food Bank.
“Our donors are a part of the journey
and make this vital work in the community possible.”

BY THE
NUMBERS

PHILANTHROPY
AWARDS

Hunger

34%

of adult food
bank clients go
hungry at least
once a week

2017

14%

of children going
to a food bank
go hungry at
least once a
week

Celebrating Our Champions
mpions

The Association of Fundraising Professionals
als
(AFP) Greater Toronto Chapter will congratulate
atulate
its 2017 Philanthropy Award recipients on
Wednesday, November 22, 2017.

41%

of food bank
clients have not
eaten for an
entire day due to
lack of money

52%

of clients gave
up a meal to pay
for something
else in the last
three months
JOHN & MYRNA DANIELS
Outstanding Philanthropists

BILL DOWNE
Outstanding Volunteer

INGRID PERRY
Outstanding Fundraising
Professional Award

THE SLAIGHT FAMILY
FOUNDATION
Outstanding Foundation

JOSH MORRISON
Outstanding Youth
in Philanthropy
py

GENWORTH CANADA
Outstanding Corporation

Source: Who’s
Hungry: 2017
Profile of Hunger
in Toronto

Generous donations support medical research at many hospitals across
the country. ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

POLICY

Call for additional tax credit

D

onating to charity should be
seen as a tax revenue source
and a social benefit and not a
drain on government revenue, says
Ron Bernbaum, founder and CEO of
Toronto-based PearTree Financial.
“In our experience, politicians and
bureaucrats perceive the charitable
sector as a tax drain on the economy
because the Treasury allows a tax
credit for a donation to a charity,”
says Mr. Bernbaum. “But in most
cases, for every dollar of tax deduction there is an equal dollar of taxable
income earned by the individuals
delivering the social benefit.”
For example, he says a donor who
gives to a hospital to fund research
receives a tax receipt, but the researcher pays tax on her or his salary.
Without donor support, hospitals
and other social services – which are
already financially stressed – would
need to rely solely on government
funding.
To incent even more giving, he suggests that the government consider
a modest additional tax credit similar

to the Mineral Exploration Tax Credit
(METC), a 15 per cent non-refundable
tax credit on eligible expenses.
A taxpayer claiming the METC may
also claim the 100 per cent Canadian
Exploration Expense (CEE) deduction.
Investors can access the CEE through
flow-through shares. Junior mining companies rely on flow-through
shares to raise capital. Access to the
CEE is an incentive to subscribe for
flow-through shares. He suggests that
in addition to the standard charity tax
credit that government can further incent giving without tax revenue loss.
Mr. Bernbaum’s company created
the platform and is the only enterprise of size that assists otherwise
generous individuals in giving more
by reducing the after-tax cost of
giving using flow-through shares,
funding exploration in Canada. A
donor obtains two sets of tax benefits
for one cheque, but also funds two
socially responsible and tax revenue
neutral activities: Northern jobs and
the delivery of social benefits by
charity.

Online?

JIM HILBORN
Lifetime Achievement Award

RAINBOW RAILROAD

The Mo Davies Award
for Excellence in Fundraising
by a Small Organization

AFP is an international association of more
than 33,000 members working together to advance
philanthropy and ethical fundraising through
education, advocacy and research.

www.afptoronto.org

afpnet.org/AFPCanada

For more
information,
visit:
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WORLD VISION CANADA

A Kelowna couple makes an impact at home
and around the world

W

hen Al and Irene Hildebrandt
married 43 years ago, they
began a tradition they continue to this day. They sponsored a
needy child overseas, through World
Vision. As their family grew, the
couple added to their sponsorships,
supporting one child for each of their
own three kids. Since then, their financial commitment to changing lives
through sponsorship has remained
unbroken. The Hildebrandts’ care for
children in desperate need continues
today, through World Vision’s Sponsor
a Child initiative.
While sponsoring children has remained a constant for decades, the
couple has responded to many other
calls for help, including several with
World Vision. They’ve also supported
the annual Kelowna Cops for Kids ride
– Mr. Hildebrandt worked as a policeman in Calgary – and also mental
health services in their current hometown of Kelowna, British Columbia.
“We have always seen philanthropy
as an opportunity to support projects
that are meaningful to us,” says Mr.
Hildebrandt. “But we need to know
that the organization is credible and delivers what they say they will deliver.”
Mr. Hildebrandt did due diligence
on World Vision before committing to
several large-scale projects through
the organization in recent years. His
research included reviewing a report
from Charity Intelligence and confirming that 81 per cent of the money
World Vision raises goes directly to
programs helping children and communities in need.
While the sponsorship of individual
children helps break the cycle of poverty in countries where basics such
as food, clean water, education and
health care are lacking, being in a position to contribute to larger projects
is particularly rewarding, says Mr.
Hildebrandt.
“When you invest a larger amount,
you want it to be meaningful and
make a difference,” he says. “I know
that World Vision can do more with
the money than we can do as individuals.”

Above left: Al Hildebrandt and country singer Dean Brody at World Vision’s Global 6K for Water in Kelowna. Right: Money raised at World Vision’s Global 6K
for Water supports clean water projects in Africa. SUPPLIED

“We have always
seen philanthropy
as an opportunity to
support projects that are
meaningful to us. But we
need to know that the
organization is credible,
and delivers what they say
they will deliver.”
Al Hildebrandt
is a long-time World Vision sponsor
and donor

In recent years, the couple has
supported micro-finance programs
in Guatemala, health-care clinics as
well as clean water and sanitation
projects in Kenya and Tanzania, and
child protection initiatives in Cambodia
and China.
As the founder and now-retired CEO
of the electronic medical records firm
QHR Technologies, Mr. Hildebrandt
applies the entrepreneurial spirit that
made him successful in business to
the couple’s investment in philanthropy.
“I want to encourage others to
come along on the journey,” he says.
A good example of this was his recent involvement with World Vision’s

Global 6K for Water in Kelowna. The
Global 6K takes it name from the average distance (six kilometres) people
– usually women and girls – walk
to get water for their families in the
developing world.
The Hildebrandts helped promote
the event, which invites participants to
walk, run or wheel the distance. When
the event was held in July, more than
680 people took part, raising more
than $250,000 to bring water closer to
families in desperate need. It was the
most successful Global 6K for Water in
Canada to date.
While the couple continues to contribute to their community in Kelowna,
they are excited about seeing the

results of their contributions overseas.
“We are very proud of our connection with World Vision and are looking
forward to visiting some projects in
Africa next year,” says Mr. Hildebrandt.
“We want to see first-hand the impact
of our donations and the difference
the organization is making.”
In the meantime, just as the young
married couple was encouraged by
Irene Hildebrandt’s parents to be part
of World Vision’s sponsorship work
all those decades ago, they have
encouraged their children to do the
same. And last year alone, they joined
with fellow Canadians in helping secure brighter futures for more than
450,000 children living in poverty.
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NATIONAL PHILANTHROPY DAY
AFP HONOREES

Award ceremonies showcase youth engaged
with charities

I

f you are worried about the future
of Canada, don’t be! More and more
young people – some starting at
ages five or six – are engaging with
charities across the country, supporting causes that help Canadians and
communities in so many different
ways.
Every year, the Association of Fundraising Professionals and its chapters
across Canada recognize some of
these outstanding young people in
awards ceremonies on National Philanthropy Day. We have gathered just
a few of these amazing individuals
here to recognize them for their efforts and leadership helped their school
and hopefully inspire others to follow collect more than $92,000.
in their footsteps.
Cece, Hannah and Sophie Weider
Ottawa, Ontario
Chelsey Meade
Driven by a desire to engage their
Winnipeg, Manitoba
A Cree and Ojibway youth from the peers and help homeless youth in
Peguis First Nation and an active Ottawa, Hannah, Sophie and Cece
volunteer, Chelsey participates in
and leads numerous youth programs
to enhance the lives of Indigenous
young people, including the Canadian
Roots Exchange’s Youth Reconciliation

combatting homelessness. She is the
creator of the Ladybug Foundation,
which has raised over $4-million for
dozens of frontline soup kitchens,
emergency shelters, food banks and
youth shelters.
Andrew Teel
Vancouver, British Columbia
Andrew Teel spent his early childhood
in many different foster homes, but
found his “forever family” at the age
of six. Now 15, Andrew is committed

an average 25-30 girls participating.
They have donated $3,168.38 to seven
different local charities.
Sutton Garner
Calgary, Alberta
After watching a program about how
many children go hungry over the
summer with school out, Sutton Garner created the I Can for Kids Foundation. This past summer, she helped
provide about 36,000 meals to hungry
kids across the city.

Josh Morrison
Uxbridge, Ontario
At the age of 11, Josh Morrison, of
Uxbridge, decided to collect 10 million pennies ($100,000) for Habitat

to giving back and helped raise nearly
$50,000 for Covenant House Vancouver through his “Twoonies for Teens”
campaign.
for Humanity Durham to help build a
home for a family in his region. With
community help, Josh ended up raising $124,000.

Weider helped kickstart the SleepOUT
initiative for the Youth Services Bureau. Now an annual event, their efInitiative, the Indigenous Circle of forts have contributed over $500,000
Empowerment and the Peguis Youth since 2012.
Movement.
Miia Bekker, Ella Stanger, Lily Coté
Djammy Charles and Raphaële Maltais and Samantha Mundell
Victoria, British Columbia
Montreal, Québec
Djammy Charles and Raphaële Maltais 100 Girls Victoria was formed in the fall
worked to inspire their fellow students, of 2015 by Lily Coté and Ella Stanger,
parents of students and others for the and now helped by Miia Bekker and
CHU Sainte-Justine’s Private Schools Samantha Mundell. To date, 100 Girls
Youth Challenge. Their determination Victoria has hosted five meetings, with

do you know
what your donation
looks like?
it looks like me.

Cole Byers
Edmonton, Alberta
Diagnosed with Type 1 Diabetes (T1D)
when he was 14 months old, Cole
Byers has dedicated countless hours

Hannah Taylor
Montreal, Quebec
Since she was five years old, Hannah Taylor has been dedicated to

to raising awareness and funds for accelerating a cure. In 2017, he created an
online fundraising campaign to raise
$10,000 for the Diabetes Research
Institute Foundation Canada.

 
“I was two years old
when I came to Canada
as a refugee. The Y
provided a safe place
for me to grow and be
active. The support I
received inspired me to
pay it forward to young
people who may need
a helping hand today.”
—Roger

Donate to the YMCA today.
ymca.ca / it starts here

At 19, Maimoona was living in a shelter and feeling hopeless
about her future. Thanks to someone like you, she is now reaching
for new dreams.
Watch her full story, and help ignite the possibility of a better life
for people in your community.
unitedway.ca/possibility
#WeArePossibility
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ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM

Bridging arts, culture and the natural world
to engage global citizens

B

ehind the scenes at the Royal Ontario Museum – known
worldwide as the ROM – are
almost 70 curators and researchers
who worked in 32 different countries
in the past year alone. Their efforts,
along with those of generous donors
throughout the museum’s history,
have made it the largest field research
institution in the country, ranked
among the most celebrated in the
world.
“The ROM is one of the handful of large institutions around the
globe that cuts across the spheres
of art, culture and nature,” says Josh
Basseches, its director and CEO. For
the 1.3 million people who visited this
past year, and the many who have
visited ROM internationally exhibited
installations, this synergy creates
unparalleled opportunities to address
life’s most challenging questions.
Many of the ROM’s collections are,
or are among, the most important of
their kind, he notes. “In a world in
which Asia is so important to the 21st
century, for instance, we have the
largest collection of [Asian] art and
culture outside of China; we have a
very strong South Asian collection.
Altogether, we have 12 million works
of art and culture and natural history
specimens.”
The museum’s long history of reflecting the many diasporas that have
come together in Canada’s uniquely
multicultural society is increasingly
relevant as cities throughout the country and the world become ever more
diverse, Mr. Basseches points out.
At the same time, as the digital
world disrupts cultural activities, the
ROM has responded by building on
its traditional strengths of excellence
in collection, exceptional research
and scholarship to become a hub of
civic engagement. The result is an
institution increasingly known as one
where people engage with the most
meaningful questions of modern life
through exhibitions, programs, salons
and symposiums.
One of those efforts is the ROM’s
approach to stewarding one of the
world’s most important Indigenous
art, culture and heritage collections.
“We’re committed to ensuring it tells
the story of the Indigenous communities of Canada from an Indigenous
viewpoint,” says Mr. Basseches.
The phenomenally multi-talented

Top left: Anishinaabeg: Art & Power was co-curated by Arni Brownstone (middle), ROM assistant curator of Plains Indian Culture; Alan Corbiere (left),
a historian of the M’Chigeeng First Nation; and Saul Williams (right), a Woodlands School painter of the North Caribou Lake First Nation. Bottom left:
Vikings: The Exhibition. Right: Christian Dior. SUPPLIED, WILLIAM KLEIN
Indigenous artist, painter and performance artist Kent Monkman recently
presented at the ROM. An exhibition
on through November, called Anishinaabeg: Art & Power, was curated by
Arni Brownstone, the ROM’s specialist
on cultures of the North American
Great Plains, in collaboration with
Saul Williams, a painter and Woodlands School of Art member from
North Caribou Lake First Nation in
northern Ontario, and historian Alan

Corbiere, from M’Chigeeng First Nation on Manitoulin Island.
“In February, an exhibit called Here
We Are Here will examine the contribution of African Canadians over the
last several hundred years through the
eyes of contemporary black Canadian
artists, with the aim of filling in some
of the voids in our understanding of
history and art and culture. It is a show
we hope will travel to other institutions
across Canada,” says Mr. Basseches.

Other notable upcoming exhibitions include:
• The Vikings, opening in November,
looks at the brief period of Viking
colonization at L’Anse aux Meadows in Canada as well as a more
nuanced examination of who the
Vikings were beyond marauders;
• An exhibit tied to the 70th anniversary of the House of Dior will
draw from the ROM’s collection
of fashion and textiles, the third

largest in the world, to examine a
post-war period when Christian Dior
was alive and Holt Renfrew, among
others, responded to the interest of
Canadian women in being dressed
in the new look; and
• A new Dawn of Life Gallery will
feature the museum’s enormous
collection of Burgess shale to help
reveal the formation and development of the Earth long before life
existed on Earth.

CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION

Call to invest in mental health community programs

Patrick Smith
is CEO of the Canadian Mental
Health Association

Save a life today.

“You are helping to
keep me alive.”
–Charles

Give.Blood.ca/donate
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Patients like Charles need
blood several times per year.
As a financial donor, you’ll
fund lifesaving programs that
help recruit and retain the
100,000 new blood donors
needed each year.

A

A

You can save
a life too.

effective therapies are not covered, so
people with low-level anxiety, depression or substance-addiction issues
may not get help until their symptoms
worsen enough to require hospitalization or other expensive treatments.
In parallel with earlier diagnosis,
money should also fund more self-care
education in every province’s school
curriculum.
“Social and emotional learning is
proven to help kids be resilient, learn
coping skills and even help to prevent
the expression of stage 1 mental health
disorders,” says Dr. Smith.
Promoting mentally healthy practices at work has similar positive outcomes, whether employees have
diagnosed issues or not. “Wherever we
can provide those supports, we reduce
the number of people who cross over
from just having a bad day to actually

017

“The earlier we intervene,
the better the outcomes
and the less likelihood
that people are going to
get to need those more
expensive services.”

workplaces and communities.
“The earlier we intervene, the better
the outcomes and the less likelihood
that people are going to get to need
those more expensive services,” Dr.
Smith explains. The CMHA promotes
the mental health of all and provides
community-based supports for people
experiencing mental illness.
Evidence for this community-based
approach comes from other G7 countries, where specialized peer support
workers, social workers and psychologists trained in cognitive behavioural
therapy reach people in groups, by
phone and through public health initiatives similar to vaccination outreach
programs. For comparison, the UK
spends 13 per cent of its total health
budget on mental health, while Canada
spends only 7.2 per cent.
Here, says Dr. Smith, these many

-2

W

ishes came true this spring for
health advocates when the
2017 federal budget promised
$5-billion over 10 years for mental
health initiatives. While the Canadian
Mental Health Association (CMHA)
is celebrating the positive results of
its lobbying efforts, CEO Dr. Patrick
Smith says its new goal is encouraging
provinces to direct these funds to community programs instead of expensive
in-hospital treatments.
“The different levels of care in Canada haven’t been neglected equally,”
says Dr. Smith, a clinical psychologist.
“Don’t take this $5-billion and just get
more psychiatric beds.”
The way to relieve pressure at the
acute end of the treatment system is
by increasing interventions and education at earlier stages where people
spend the most time – in schools,

0
20

7

Celebrating 10 years

of helping finance meet philanthropy.
peartreefinserv.com

expressing mental illness,” he adds.
The additional $5-billion dedicated
to Canadians’ mental health shows that
the federal government is heeding the
concerns of wellness agencies and realizing that “there is no health without
mental health,” as the World Health
Organization has said. Now, says Dr.
Smith, the work is to direct those funds
where they can do the most good for
everyone.
“We have to get ahead of mental
illness and do what other countries are
doing. Community-based services can
prevent mild to moderate symptoms
from getting worse and provide the
supports necessary for those with serious illness to thrive in recovery after
hospitalization.”
The CMHC relies on donations to
fund its mission and will mark its 100th
anniversary next year.
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SAVE THE CHILDREN CANADA

Program aims to meet the needs of children in
First Nations communities during emergencies

W

hen flooding displaced about
200 people from a small
Manitoba community earlier
this year, community members were
prepared. They had an emergency
plan that included setting up Child
Friendly Spaces and distributing emergency backpacks containing essential
items to local children.
Just two months before the flood,
the community worked with Save the
Children to strengthen the capacity
for dealing with emergencies like this.
“After the event, we heard from the
emergency manager that the training
had come just in time, and people
were able to put their skills and plans
into action,” says Lewis Archer, who
is responsible for Save the Children’s
Building Resilience with Indigenous
Children and Families program.
Being prepared can make a big difference, and children need to be part
of the plan. When disasters strike, the
family and social structures children
depend on are often disrupted and
a return to normalcy can take time,
says Mr. Archer.
“Child and youth focused emer-

gency preparedness is part of Save the
Children’s global portfolio and body of
expertise,” says Lindsey Quarrie, corporate partnerships manager at Save
the Children Canada. “With a generous
philanthropic grant from GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), our program is working
to ensure that the unique needs of
children in First Nations communities
are met during emergencies.”
Employees at GSK are directly involved in supporting the program by
holding annual events where they
equip emergency backpacks, which
will be distributed to children, with
essential items. “GSK colleagues have
a lot of pride and passion for the work
Save the Children does here in Canada
and globally,” says Alison Pozzobon,
director of communications and community partnerships at GSK. “They
are especially energized knowing
that a couple hours of their teamwork
makes a positive impact on First Nations children in Canada who may face
emergencies in their community.”
“Many of the First Nations communities we work with are rural, remote
and located near large bodies of water

A team from Save the Children’s Building Resilience with Indigenous
Children and Families program working with First Nations children in
Peguis, Manitoba. SUPPLIED
or forests, making them particularly
susceptible to extreme weather and
disasters,” says Mr. Archer. Recent
decades have seen up to eight times
as many disasters in Canada as 100
years ago. Between 2009 and 2015,
480 “natural hazards” affected First

Nations communities, with the primary hazard being flooding, followed
by fires and hail.
To ensure the communities can
respond to emergencies in an appropriate and timely way, Save the
Children engages with community

stakeholders who work with children.
Training can include scenarios for
evacuating schools and setting up
Child Friendly Spaces, which are designed to meet the immediate needs
for children’s protection while also
creating foundations for recovery,
says Mr. Archer. “When children can
play in a supervised and safe space,
this gives them a sense of normalcy
and routine. Meanwhile, their parents
are free to deal with the stresses of
an emergency.”
In working with nine First Nations
communities, Save the Children is
building on existing capacity and
integrates strong networks between
First Nations communities into an
emergency plan. Mr. Archer mentions one example that particularly
inspired him: “Some of the communities we work with didn’t experience an emergency this year. So
when they heard a community 200
kilometres north evacuated due to a
fire, they immediately sent resources
from the program, including emergency backpacks, to the communities
in need.”

THE SALVATION ARMY

New initiative to tackle intergenerational poverty

F

A Salvation Army case worker helps guide Sherry Glen to the most
appropriate resources. TIMOTHY CHEN

ollowing a successful pilot project to provide targeted services
to families to enable a way out
of intergenerational poverty, The Salvation Army is planning to roll out the
program – Pathway of Hope – across
Canada by 2020.
First launched in the United States,
the Canadian organization adapted
the program to fit the needs of the
nearly 400 communities where it
provides assistance. The 2016 pilot
project focused on 22 families in six
locations. Several families have already reached their goals and graduated from the program.
“We really are looking at families

Online?

afpnet.org/AFPCanada

For more
information,
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GENDER EQUALITY.
FINANCIAL INCLUSION.
RESILIENCE.
WE’RE BUILDING RESILIENT COMMUNITIES AROUND THE WORLD.

with children in order to break that cycle of intergenerational poverty. We
have some studies that say if a child
spends more than half of their life in
poverty growing up, then they’re 32
times more likely to live in poverty as
an adult,” says Matthew Craggs, The
Salvation Army’s Pathway of Hope
coordinator.
The initiative is based on a case
management approach, and Mr.
Craggs explains the process is driven
by the client, their family and their
goals. A screening tool helps the case
workers establish a family’s readiness to participate in the program,
and an intensive review process examines their strengths and includes
a hope assessment. He says case
workers also look at the family’s
circumstances, including income and
employment, access to food, health
and education.
“From there we work with their
strengths and with their goals. Our
initiative is not about telling people
what to do, or telling them how to
change their lives, it’s driven by the
client,” adds Mr. Craggs.
The Salvation Army, the largest
non-governmental direct provider

of social services in Canada, draws
on its own resources and those of
complementary agencies to support
the project.
“The Salvation Army runs its own
childcare, employment readiness
and education programs, and then,
because we’re in so many communities and our work has always been
grassroots-driven and communityfocused, we are looking to work with
our other community partners. We
don’t want to duplicate services,”
he adds.
While there are many services
available to people who need them,
system navigation is challenging in
health and social services.
“We are focused on finding the
best service for Pathway of Hope
clients and referring them in an expedient manner,” says Mr. Craggs.
The Salvation Army provides assistance to more than 1.9 million
people every year, but, through
the Pathway of Hope initiative, the
organization wants to move toward
solving and addressing root causes,
while continuing to serve clients with
short-term interventions and practical
assistance.

CANADIAN RED CROSS

Red Cross mobilizes the
power of humanity to help
vulnerable people

H

ere in Canada and overseas,
the Red Cross stands ready to
help people before, during and
after a disaster.
These statistics illustrate the work
of the Red Cross in Canada:
• Every three hours, the Red Cross
helps a Canadian after a disaster.
In cities and towns from coast to
coast, the disaster response teams
are called to the scene of disaster.
Not a single day goes by without a
Canadian turning to the Red Cross
for help in the wake of an insurmountable challenge. In the average year, the Red Cross provides
critical help to more than 40,000
Canadians in disaster situations.
• The Canadian Red Cross has a
countrywide network of more than
5,000 highly trained responders,
both staff and volunteers. In the
event of a large disaster, such as
the Fort McMurray fire and the B.C.
fires, the Red Cross has the capac-

ity to mobilize its people from coast
to coast. And with its integrated
supply chain and logistics system,
it can scale up to provide direct
services to up to 100,000 people
at once.
Internationally, the Red Cross is active
around the world as it helps vulnerable people.
• The Red Cross Emergency Response
Unit Field Hospital can be deployed
anywhere in the world within 48
hours. Once on the ground, the unit
can be operational within 12 hours
and self-sufficient for a month. It
can remain in-country for up to
four months.
• The life-saving work of the Red
Cross focused on women’s and
children’s health has reached more
than 13 million vulnerable people
in 24 countries across the Americas, Africa and Asia over the past
decade.

MAKE YOUR IMPACT!
VOLUNTEER. DONATE. WORK WITH US.

@CDFCanada
www.cdfcanada.coop

Above left: The Red Cross shares a helping hand in crisis situations in Canada.
Right: The Canadian Red Cross ERU mobile clinic was the first humanitarian
assistance to reach this community in Haiti following Hurricane Matthew.
SUPPLIED, MARKO KOKIC/CANADIAN RED CROSS
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HABITAT FOR HUMANITY

Volunteers build and renovate homes in
Canada and around the globe

L

ong after the blisters on hands
unaccustomed to swinging a
hammer have healed, volunteers
for Habitat for Humanity Canada’s
Global Village program recall the enduring connections they have made
while working alongside families to
build an affordable place for them
to live.
Since the program that sends Canadians across the country and around
the globe to build or renovate homes
was launched in 2005, more than
16,000 volunteers have helped build
1,250 Habitat homes in 47 countries.
Part of the trip cost is a direct donation to the local Habitat for Humanity
in the country, and volunteers are
encouraged to fundraise in order to
make this donation.
Toronto-based Beth Jean Evans says
the Global Village experience fosters
an ongoing engagement with the
communities that is seldom found in
other forms of volunteering.
“Besides the physical building of
the house, people get very engaged
and the experience becomes part of
their own life. For example, if there is
something in the news about Guatemala, the volunteers who have been
there will be emailing one another
and exploring ways to help,” she says.
The opportunity to volunteer with
the Global Village program adds perspective to Ms. Evans’s postgraduate
work studying international development. In addition to living and conducting field work in South America
for a year, Ms. Evans says she has
gained valuable hands-on experience
of international development through
the Global Village program.
“I like to get my hands dirty too, so
the program has enabled me to experience the practical side and make a
physical contribution while also seeing
international development first-hand
and what that means on the ground,”
she says.

Above left: As a volunteer for Habitat for Humanity’s Global Village program, Beth Jean Evans has travelled and worked on homes in several countries.
Right: Teams of Global Village volunteers help build affordable homes in Canada and around the world. SUPPLIED
Since her first stint as a Global Village volunteer in Cambodia in 2009,
Ms. Evans has travelled to several
countries including Ethiopia, Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua and Chile.
She quickly dispels the myth that
a project is completed in just a couple
of weeks.
“There’s a misconception that
there’s a dry plot of land and in 10
days you’re going to have completed
an entire house,” she says.

Ms. Evans explains that international volunteers fit into a cycle.
“During our one or two weeks there
we make an important contribution,
but it’s ongoing and we lend our services to whatever [work] is needed at
the time,” she adds.
One of her most memorable experiences was as a team leader on a trip to
Chile in 2014. The team worked on two
projects: building a house with a family,
and renovating another home to better
accommodate a disabled teenager.

In addition to removing a wall in
the home and widening doorways
to enable wheelchair access, the
team created a front garden so that
the non-verbal young adult could be
wheeled to a position where he could
view the landscape plants.
“It was very emotional for everyone because we were making physical changes that really improved his
quality of life,” says Ms. Evans.
She also values the Habitat for
Humanity philosophy that requires a

partnership between the organization
and the people who need affordable
homes.
“Working with the families in particular really reinforces that they are
not recipients of charity. As volunteers, we’re not building a house for
them and then leaving and they’re
getting it. They’re working right
along with us. I think that really helps
reinforce the collaborative aspect of
working together towards a common
good,” she says.

YMCA

Focus on helping Canadians reach their goals

T

he YMCA has been helping
Canadians improve their lives
since it first opened in Montreal
in 1851. In the years that followed, it
evolved to meet the changing needs
of society – but what hasn’t changed
is its commitment to creating centres
of community, where everyone can
work towards reaching their goals in
a safe and supportive environment.
The many programs and services
the YMCA offers underpin its purpose
to improve the health and well-being
of Canadians in spirit, mind and body.
In 1,700 program locations across the
country, the YMCA is helping Canadians be healthier. Many people who
have benefited from the programs
credit the organization with helping
them reach milestones in their lives.
When Niya found herself confused
about her future, coasting at school

Niya signed up for a leadership camp at YMCA and now uses those skills
as a YMCA camp counsellor. SUPPLIED

and working at a part-time job she
didn’t like, a counsellor suggested the
Grade 11 student sign up for a leadership program at the YMCA.
At the end of the program, where
she learned about teamwork, problem
solving and getting involved in the
community, she was voted valedictorian. The skills she gained during the
program have enabled her to find her
direction and make plans to attend
college. She also used those skills
to become a YMCA camp counsellor,
making sure kids found the same supportive environment she did.
Ten-year-old James also credits the
YMCA with helping him overcome
challenges at school, where he was
being bullied and having a hard time
making friends. After attending a
YMCA camp, James told his mother:
“Everyone is so encouraging. It’s so

much fun. The counsellors make me
feel like I can do anything. They teach
me how to solve problems with fun
activities. And that helped me make
some great friends.”
The sense of well-being and belonging both these young people
found at the YMCA illustrate the organization’s programs at work, supporting the social, mental, physical and
emotional well-being of Canadians of
all ages, building healthy communities across the country.
As a diverse and inclusive charity,
the YMCA is committed to ensuring
access to everyone who wants to
participate. It’s thanks to the many
dedicated community volunteers and
generous donors across the country
that the YMCA is able to provide
opportunities for all to lead active,
healthy lives.

For National Philanthropy Day, Kids Help Phone
is pleased to acknowledge the leadership of our
Board of Directors who represent the donors and
volunteers who make our work possible.
Kids Help Phone is Canada’s only national
charity providing young people with 24/7 access
to free and professional counselling, information
and referrals online and on the phone.
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KIDS HELP PHONE

Innovation keeps Kids Help Phone relevant
to young people

I

nnovation can be challenging for
charities that are often focused on
meeting the operational costs of
delivering their services. But for Kids
Help Phone, innovation is what keeps
Canada’s only national service for
young people accessible to those who
need it.
“When we launched in 1989, telephones were all plugged into the wall
and the Internet was still in the future,”
says Alisa Simon, vice president of
counselling services and programs
at Kids Help Phone. “Since then, the
journey of Kids Help Phone has been
one of innovation supported by donors
to ensure we remain relevant to young
people.”
In 2002, the charity launched a web
posting service where a young person
could anonymously send an electronic
letter and receive a reply. Kids Help
Phone then offered its counselling
services via instant messaging and later
in 2016 launched its Always There app
that connects directly to Live Chat. For
young people who prefer to find a service without calling a counsellor, they
can visit the Kids Help Phone website
to use Resources Around Me, which
enables them to find services and support groups in their own communities.
“Innovation is critical because in order for us to remain relevant, we know
that young people expect us to communicate with them and be available
in the ways that they want to connect,”
says Ms. Simon, adding that more than
a third of the organization’s counselling
sessions are conducted over Live Chat.
The next innovation will be a texting service, and while the organization is raising funds to add that
capability, it is watching other developments in technology that could
positively impact its accessibility such
as artificial intelligence and integrating with social media.
Innovation is made possible by the

“Part of what I think
makes us so unique is
that we’re one of the few
support places that young
people can access without
intermediaries. They
don’t need their parents’
permission. They don’t
need health insurance, or
a referral from a doctor,
or counsellor, or teacher,
and we are there for them
24/7 regardless of what
the moment of need or
crisis is.”
Alisa Simon
is vice president of counselling
services and programs at Kids Help
Phone

Kids Help Phone provides counselling by phone or online to more than 60,000 young people a year, and about
one million young people reach out to the website for content, support, information or to find community-based
services. SUPPLIED
organization’s donors. When Kids Help
Phone launched nearly three decades
ago, a group of concerned citizens and
four founding partners – Bell, BMO
Bank of Montreal, Nestlé and Parmalat
(then Ault Foods) – recognized the
need for the national 24/7 service.
“These four sponsors continue to
give and provide us with significant
financial support. They also engage
their employees, customers and
networks to help fund our service,”
says Ms. Simon, who adds that Kids
Help Phone raises about a third of
its $17-million annual budget through
community-based events that take
place across the country.
She notes that while technology has
changed over the years, the reasons
young people call Kids Help Phone

have not. Mental and emotional health
concerns – anxiety, depression and
self injury – were the number one reason people called the toll-free service
when it first started, and it remains the
number one reason.
When Justin Preston first called
Kids Help Phone it was midnight, he
was depressed, sad and also feeling
the effects of homophobia and bullying – experiences he had kept from
his parents. “I was nervous, but the
person I spoke with was so accepting, loving and understanding of my
problems. No one should feel nervous
about calling in; being able to speak
about your problems can really make
a big difference,” he says.
Now a Kids Help Phone ambassador and founder of Rise Against

Bullying, Mr. Preston speaks at schools
across the country, where he says he
sees youth struggling with their selfconfidence and trying to fit in with their
peers. “A lot of kids feel very alone and
they’re going through a tough time. It’s
important for them to know that Kids
Help Phone is there for them 24/7; they
can call anytime they need someone to
talk to,” he says.
“Part of what I think makes us so
unique is that we’re one of the few
support places that young people can
access without intermediaries. They
don’t need their parents’ permission.
They don’t need health insurance, or
a referral from a doctor, or counsellor,
or teacher, and we are there for them
24/7 regardless of what the moment
of need or crisis is,” says Ms. Simon.

BC SPCA

Emergency medical care costs stretch resources at BC SPCA

L

ast year, the emergency services
at the British Columbia Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (BC SPCA) were stretched to
the limit when 200 animals in severe
physical and psychological distress
were seized from unscrupulous breeders and puppy mills in a two-week
period. They included Old English
sheepdogs, wheaten terriers, and 67
Persian and short-haired exotic cats.
The animals’ suffering ranged from
broken limbs, missing eyes, infections
and malnourishment.
But these are only a fraction of the
26,000 animals that receive emergency medical care every year, says
Lorie Chortyk, general manager, community relations, BC SPCA.
Animals that arrive in such dire
condition often require thousands
of dollars of medical treatment and
months of rehabilitation before they
can be re-homed, says Ms. Chortyk.
The BC SPCA raises about $3-million
each year for emergency veterinary
bills for abused, abandoned and injured animals.
“We keep them for however long
it takes to find them a home. Animals
that are surrendered to us in good
condition can find homes in days; others that have medical and behavioural
issues as a result of mistreatment can
take up to a year,” she says.

Top left: More than 26,000 animals a year receive emergency treatment from the BC SPCA. Above left: Horses
come into the BC SPCA’s care through cruelty investigations. Right: A staff member comforts a dog in BC SPCA’s
care. SUPPLIED

Ms. Chortyk explains that while the
BC SPCA is mandated to enforce the
animal cruelty laws in the province,
it must raise all the associated funds,
such as salaries for special constables
and the cost of the investigations in
addition to the veterinary costs. These
are part of its total annual budget of
$34-million.
“We are so grateful to donors. These
animals have no one else to care for
them, and they are in pain and suffering. If it were not for the generosity of
people who reach out and help, we
wouldn’t be able to care for them and
give them a second chance,” she says.
While the organization’s reactive services are more often in the news, the BC
SPCA also has vigorous education and
advocacy programs focused on reducing the root causes of animal suffering.
“We have many programs for children between 8 and 12 years of age
– these are developmental years for
kids when they learn about empathy
and compassion,” says Ms. Chortyk.
“We take a holistic approach to our
programming. Although it is animal
focused, it encourages kids to care
about the world around them and
understand that their actions can make
a difference. Whether it’s bullying at
school or mistreating animals, they
have the tools to speak out when they
see injustices.”

MAKE A DINO-SIZED IMPACT
ROM palaeontologists just introduced the world to Zuul
crurivastator, a NEW species of armoured dinosaur. Zuul is a
landmark fossil, and the most complete skeleton of an
ankylosaur ever found. ROM experts are eager to clean
Zuul ’s 75-million-year-old bones and prepare it for public
view here in 2018! Donate $40 and help us bring Zuul to life.
Your gift can have twice the impact! For a limited time your
donation will be generously matched dollar for dollar by
the Temerty Foundation.
Visit ROM.ON.CA/ZUUL-PROJECT or call 416.586.5556 today!

This fossil was acquired with generous support of the Louise Hawley Stone Charitable Trust.
The ROM is an agency of the Government of Ontario.

